WORKSHOP A:
INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION FOR THE RULE OF LAW

This workshop aims to create a template or model of those components, which should comprise a comprehensive education programme of those United Nation standards and norms, which support and develop the rule of law. It will also provide a brief review of what is currently available, along with some examples, KIC/UNODC Virtual Forum against Cybercrime-detailed presentation to follow; Global Prosecutors E Crime Network (GPEN); UNODC Computer-Based Training (CBT).

The workshop may wish to consider diverse methods of educational training and review what suitable models are available currently and which may be available in the future. Consultation with educational technology industry and users will be important. The workshop may consider what works best for whom, taking into account different requirements according to subject matter, user needs and capacities with an important component of continuing review and refresh.

The workshop may wish to examine effective teaching and education techniques finding those which contain information technology and interactive elements and to include them in the template. Furthermore, it may assess whether such training techniques can be harnessed to raise universal awareness and implementation of United Nations standards and norms. To access such sophisticated forms of training, there may be the need for flexibility and diversity of approach according to need and capacity. Furthermore, it may be necessary to resolve the issue of the provision of resources.